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LIFE’S TOO SHORT 
FOR CRAP SNACKS.



The Junction Tavern beer garden, in NW5, to be precise. 
It was there, on one of their many lost evenings, that our 
founders, George Rice and Jonny Bradshaw, found themselves 
pondering a serious question. What would be the perfect snack 
to accompany their recently ordered pint of real ale and glass  
of red Bordeaux? It had to be a delicious taste complement  
to these fine beverages; but it also had to provide proper 
sustenance to power the boys through to their late dinner. 
Several packets of crisps, nuts and scratchings later, the boys 
agreed that it had to be something more serious. They hit on 
the concept of a “Posh Pepperami.” It could only be made with 
top quality British pork, they decided. This would be real food 
– satisfying, full of flavour and better for you than any existing 
pub snack. The very next day, Serious Pig was born....
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LIKE ALL THE BEST STORIES  
IT STARTS DOWN…

The Junction Tavern beer garden, in NW5, 
to be precise. It was there, on one of their 
many lost evenings, that our founders, 
George Rice and Johnny Bradshaw, found 
themselves pondering a serious question.

What would be the perfect snack to 
accompany their recently ordered pint of 
real ale and glass of red Bordeaux? It had  
to be a delicious taste complement to 
these fine beverages; but it also had to 
provide proper sustenance to power the 
boys through to their late dinner.

Several packets of crisps, nuts and 
scratchings later, the boys agreed that it 
had to be something more serious. They hit 
on the concept of a “Posh Peperami.” It 
could only be made with top quality British 
charcuterie, they decided. This would be 
real food – satisfying, full of flavour and 
better for you than any existing pub snack. 
The very next day, Serious Pig was born.



SERIOUSLY GOOD...

SNACKALAMI.
Salami is where it all began and our two 
sticks of delicious snacking salami, made with 
outdoor reared British pork mean our original 
product, is still a favourite! Our three flavours,  
Classic, Spicy and Wild Fennel each combine 
a perfect blend of spices to complement the 
sweetness of the pork. Perfect for sharing 
(but only if you want to!).

CRUNCHY SNACKING CHEESE.
We’ve reinvented the wheel... of cheese! Whole virgin 
wheels of mature Italian Quattrocento cheese. Crumbled 
and baked in a super special oven. 

The result: A seriously crunchy 100% cheese snack that’s 
off-the-chart-tasty. It’s a snacking game-changer! 



...SERIOUS FLAVOUR.

GIANT CORN SCRATCHINGS.
We’ve been SCRATCHINGS our heads…

…for a new spin on an old pub favourite. The answer?  
Giant corn, fried, then tossed in a classic scratchings 
seasoning. Thank us later.

SNACKING PICKLES.
We’ve sourced the finest, tastiest baby 
gherkins and gently pickled them to create 
our first Snacking Pickles. They’re crunchy 
and tangy and go perfectly with a drink. 
Eat responsibly!



OBSESSIVE. 
INVENTIVE. 
OBSESSIVE. 

DISCERNING. 
OBSESSIVE.

Ok so we’re a little bit obsessive. In a good way. We have to be  
if we’re going to satisfy the most discerning of tastes. And make 
no mistake, that is why we’re here.

So we source our high quality ingredients from the very best 
suppliers and make sure our packaging processes are rigorous.  
We also obsess over the quality, taste and texture of our products: 
trying dozens of iterations before approving the right flavour 
profile for our Fennel Snackalami.

Our inventiveness means we don’t stand still, if we did we’d be 
going backwards and pigs don’t do that. What’s the next snacking 
game-changer? How can we blow your mind? We shall not rest.

We’re obsessed with the idea of expanding people’s snacking 
horizons. Seriously.



OUR NATURAL HABITAT.



THAT. THAT.THIS. ITSELF.THIS. THIS.THIS. DEFINITELY 
THIS.

GOES WELL WITH…



PIGS IN SPACE.
SERIOUS ABOUT  
SUSTAINABILITY.

At Serious Pig we care about a sustainable environment 
and take seriously our responsibility to do all we can to 
decrease our environmental footprint. From the outset 
we committed to only working with suppliers with high 
animal welfare standards. We will only ever use outdoor 
reared British pigs for our pork products. And our  
Italian cheese producer is committed to guaranteeing 
sustainable production which includes improved animal 
welfare certification.



SERIOUSLY,  
THERE’S A CLUB?

* JOIN FOR FREE AT SERIOUSPIG.LONDON/CLUBSERIOUSLY

We love to see people enjoying themselves, especially with 
our snacks, for us there is nothing better, which is why we 
created Club Seriously*. 

It’s our chance to share the love in the shape of freebies, 
competitions and exclusive special deals for our club members. 
Plus we also ask our club members to trial our new flavours 
and submit their own ideas. And every now and then we get 
together at Club Seriously Live!… It’s our jam!

Together we may not change the world but we will snack 
seriously, always...



PUB IN THE POST.
The pub is our spiritual home! 
There’s nothing better than a cold 
drink with a group of friends and 
some salty snacks. But sometimes 
you can’t get to the pub, that doesn’t 
mean you should miss out, so we 
wanted to help you create the feeling 
wherever you are. Whether you’re 
having friends over or wanting to 
send one to someone you’d usually 
see in the boozer, our Pub In The 
Post will hit the spot.



SERIOUS SNACKS.

N E  E   D    S

GOOD BEER 



WE’RE ALL EARS 
AT SERIOUS PIG.
020 7732 7979
serious@seriouspig.co.uk
seriouspig.london 

Serious Pig Ltd. Unit 28, Acton Park 
Business Estate. London, W3 7QE 

@seriouspigofficial 
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